IMAGINE SCHEDULE

SEPTEMBER 4, 2018

Welcome and Orientation
11:30 - 12:20  General Psychology  
Learn about your new academic environment. Plus, meet your Dean, Dr. Gage Averill.  
CIRS 1250

12:30 - 1:00  BSc Behavioural Neuroscience  
Take a deep dive into our Behavioural Neuroscience (BNS) program with Dr. Steven Barnes.  
CIRS 1250

Imagine on the Mall
1:30 - 4:30  Psychology at the Main Event  
Visit our booth to learn about our programs and to participate in our Instagram challenge.  
Main Mall

Social at the Kenny
1:30 - 2:30  Student and Faculty Social  
Enjoy lunch while you mingle and meet your profs and other psychology students.  
Douglas T. Kenny Building  
2136 West Mall

Tour our labs and the Kenny
2:30 - 4:00  Lab Open House  
Take a self-guided tour of our labs to discover the innovative psychological research taking place.  
Douglas T. Kenny Building

2:30 - 3:00  Kenny Building Tours  
Think you might get lost? Meet in the atrium of the Kenny building for a guided tour.  
Douglas T. Kenny Building

Workshop your way to success
4:00 - 4:50  Get Involved Workshops:  
Get involved with Research  
SWNG 405

Building a Social Network  
SWNG 407

Unique Learning Opportunities  
SWNG 409

5:00 - 5:50  How to Succeed Workshops:  
Learning Strategies  
SWNG 405

Academic Support, Resources and Tools  
SWNG 407

Careers after Psychology/BNS  
SWNG 409

Visit PSYCH.UBC.CA for full event descriptions.